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Brother Kamta visiting Curaçao for a special Retreat
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RETREAT CLASS: “HOW DO I USE BRAHMA BABA AS MY EXAMPLE?” BY BROTHER KAMTA

th
CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR CELEBRATION

January 16

2017

We were very fortunate to have with us (for 4 days), Brother Naitram Kamta, our Senior Brother,
who is an experienced senior Teacher of Brahma Kumaris in Trinidad. Brother Kamta came
especially for a retreat, from January 13th to January
15th, with the Topic “The Power Of Silence”, to
deepen our understanding of the significance of the
18th of January. We had Divine BK Family members
from Curacao, Bonaire and Aruba attending the
retreat.
Being a Raja Yoga Meditator for over 30 years, he had
so much experiences to share with us, as he can see
Baba’s insights from a deep understanding point of view. He shared with us many beautiful
stories about Brahma Baba at the time before and on the 18th of January 1969. He made it clear
to us how Brahma Baba can be our example and
inspiration to become an Angel, like he did, and to
prepare ourselves to go to the Golden Aged World.
For some, who still had a problem to accept Brahma
Baba, Brother Kamta became the instrument to bring
them closer to our spiritual father Brahma, through
understanding the significance of Brahma Baba’s role
in the Drama.
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In his class on the topic “How to accommodate and experiment with The Power of Silence”, he
made it clear how Brahma Baba used this Power to become karmateet. With a group of 21
participants, we all took maximum benefit, through this special Instrument of Baba.
Celebrating Christmas and New Year with the Family and contact souls
On the 26th of December we had a Christmas dinner with the main
students and some contact souls. The significance of the Christmas
tree, as the tree of the Human World, was brought in the form of a
drama. The meaning of the lights and the decoration and gifts were
explained clearly in this way and everyone enjoyed, while getting
Baba’s knowledge in an entertaining
way.
Meditation together, sharing of the
Christmas Message of “Love and
Mercy”, blessings, a small gift and toli,
made it all complete.

On New Year’s Day we had a celebration with the topic: “Closing the
old and opening up for the
New”.
We had a group of regular students
together with all souls who could make
free time to contemplate on what we
have learned in 2016 and what we want
to achieve in 2017. We started with 30
minutes of guided meditation (from
Sister Shivani and life), then had an interview on
“Celebration of Christmas in the older days and the Celebration of Christmas in the last 20 to 25
years”. Sister Rita, coordinator of Curaçao and Bonaire was interviewed by Divina Boolchand,
daughter of one of our special contact souls (Usha Boolchand). One other
of our contact souls played life music on his harmonica and guitar and we
all sang together. We had two video songs one on Christmas and one on
“starting anew” and also safe fireworks : 2 colorful sparkling star
fountains and the sparkling cold fireworks stars.
Everyone enjoyed like real children; children of the ONE. Baba worked
wonders again. Wah, Drama Wah!
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